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TI iE SOUTHLAND
VOLUME V
1927
m
The fifth annual number of the Southland is issued
for the same noble purpose that has warranted its pub-
lication in the past, that of promoting the advance-
ment of Christian ideals and unselfish, efficient service.
It is hoped that those whose close association and \
united labor have bound them alike together and to
the institution now endeared to memory, will find in
this number that which will enrich the tender recollec-
tions of bygone days and perpetuate the best qualities
of heart and mind.
.'Vs it is read. ma\' the aim of the staff be realized by
a response on the part of every reader whom God has
called to be co-laborer with Him. first, to the obtain-
ing o* a fitness adequate for the work, and then, by
the consecrated use of this talent as an
ambassador for Christ.
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John H. Talge, wliose interest in the growth
and development of Southern Junior
College has prompted him to support loy-
ally the founders and burden-bearers
of this institution in those crises where the
challenge brought from him such abun-
dant and outstanding liberality that the fu-
ture success of the college must al-
ways be due in no small measure to his
generous gifts, the 1927 SOUTHLAND
is gratefully dedicated.
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MANAGEMENT
Forrest Bishop
Business Mgr.
Grace Duhse
Asst. Business Mgr.
John Jansen
Circulation Mgr.
Dorothy Peppers
Asst. Circulation Mgr.
Maurine Shaw
Advertising Mgr.
Odille Johns
Asst. Advertising Mgr.
Clifford Bee
Photographer
Ruth Deyo
Staff Stenographer
Faculty
M. E. Cady
EDITORS
L. F. Cunningham
Editor
L. A. BuTTERFIELD
Associate Editor
Nellie Henderson
Associate Editor
Berths Statham
News Editor
D. V. SrEINMAN
News Editor
AD. McKee
Missionary Editor
LuciLE White
Alumni Editor
Virginia Leach
Alumni Editor
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BOOK I Scenic
BOOK II Administration
BOOK III Scholarship
BOOK IV Story History
BOOK V Alumni
BOOK VI Arts and Crafts
BOOK VII Activities
BOOK VIII Business Friends
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Laurel Falls
^i Lookout Mountain-In the Distance
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Adm inist rat ion
In Absentia
Mable N. Behrens
Normal Director
C. E. Ledford
Farm Manager
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PRESIDENTS
Marion E. Cady
January to May 1927
Harry H. Hamilton
September 1925 te January 1927
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R. M. Falk
Dean of Men
F. W. Field
Bible
IvA Dell Kirk
Music
J. H. Behrens
Bible
C. A. ROTIMILLER
Business Manager
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M. R. Trammell
SupT. Quarry
Helen M. Shull
Matron
Mrs. a. N. Atteberry
Sewing
A. N. Atteberry
Registrar
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LoRENA Wilcox
Dean of Women
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MaLVINA ZiCHAHY
Violin
W. C. Starkey
Printing
R. F. GiLMAN
Woodwork
Roy L. Carr
Commercial
Rose B. Watt
Vocal
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E. L. PAR:?irH
Mathematics
Science
ff
Mrs. E L. PARrtifH
Critic Teacher
M\uDE I. Jones
English
L. A. Jacobs
Critic Teacher
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Mrs. Ethel Dart
Spanish
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oofe III
Scholarship
I.Seniors
Motto
"All for Him"
Colors
Gold and White
Flower
Shasta Daisy
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Class (Dfficcis
Walter B. Clark, Prcsidenl Silverhill, Alabama
CoUeigate
Academic '25; Ass't Leader Ministerial Band "25; S. S. Seo'y '25; Ass't S. S.
Sup't '20, '27; Jiiuior Deacon '26; Vice Pres. Junior Class '2G; Ass't Sec'y Better
men's Society '26; Chorus '26; S. S. Superintendent '26; Pres. Senior Class '27.
"Diligence is the mother of good fortune." i
LUCILE C. WHITP:, .SecMar,/ Jacksonville, Florida
Bible Workers
Flat Rock .\cademy '22; Academic '24; Orchestra '25; Chorus '25; Junior Class
Scc'y '26; Sup't Junior S. S. '25, '26; Junior Deaconess '25, 26; Leader Bible
Workers Band '25, '26; Southland Alumni Editor 27; Sec'y Senior Class '27.
"A good heart is belter than all the heads in the world "
Richard L. Hollar, Vice President Asheville, N. Carolina
Academic
Ass't Y. P. M. V. Leader '27; Vice Pres Senior Class '27;
"He that has patience may compass anything "
RUTH DEYO, Treasurer Orlando, Florida
A cadeinic
Associate Leader Joshi Jotatsu Kai '25; Southland Stenographer '27; Senior
Class Treasurer '27.
"A word spoken in season may calm the troubled breast."
Page Twenty-six
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)enior Class!
Forrest Bishop Maeon, Georgia
Thcnlogicid
Lanier High School '25; Ahitnni Editor "26; Seo'y Better Men's Society '26;
Ass't S. S. Sup't '27; Southland Business Mgr. '27; Leader Ministerial Band '27.
"WcU-limed silence hath more eloquence than speech."
BERTHA STATHAM Mobile, Alabama
Collegiate
Mobile High School '25; Southland News Editor '20, '27; Ass't S. S. Set'y '27;
Chorus '26.
"Almost everything that is great has been done by youth
"
JOHN M. JANSEN New Orleans, Louisiana
Theological
Leader M. V. S. '26; Student Pastor '27; Vice Pres. Oratorical Society '27;
Southland Circulation Manager '27.
"IVith words we govern men."
ETHEL M. DART Graysville, Tennessee
Adranccd Normal
Instructor in Spanish '23-27; Sup't Spanish S. S. '26, '27; Sup't Junior S. S. '25
"There is no wisdom lil^e frank,ness"
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Senior Clasisi
Howard E. MCCLURE Mobile, Alal)ama
Theodore High School '24: Leader Christian Salesiiiau.ship Class '27.
"They that govern the must mof^c the least noiic."
MArRlM': yHA\\- \tlanta, Georgia
Collrriidte
8helton Aoadeniy '25: Washington Missionary College Music "25; Sup't Junior
S. .S. '27; Southland Adv. Mgr. '27; Chorus '27; \'ife I'res. (Oratorical Society '27;
Leader Sunshine Band '27. Ass't. Leader HiSIe Workers Band '27.
"// /5 gooJ to be zealoushi affected alioays in a good thing/'
SARAH E. EDWARDS . . . . Tampa, Florida
Admnced Normal
Sec'y .Toshi .lotatsu Kai '25; M. V. Devotional Sec'y '25; Sec'y Bible Workers
Band '25.
^'Everyone excels in something in ivhich others fail.'*
WARREN FRANKLIN Graysville, Tennessee
Theoliigicnl
Assistant S. S. Superintendent '27; Junior Deacon '27; Student Pastor '27
"Manor lies in honest foil."
Page Twenty-eight
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Senior CLiss
Ruth Newton . '. High Point, N. Caroliaa
.4 cndcm ic
M. V. Secretary '21: Chorus '23, '27; Secretary Bible Workers Band '27;
M. V. Devotional Sec'y. '27.
"The path of the lust is as a shining light, that shineth more and
more unto the perfect day.'
Alfred STRMGHT St. Petersburg, Florida
A cadrm ii:
Chorus '26, '27; Orehestra "26, '27; Seoretary Oratorioal Sueiety '26
"A wise bon maketh a glad father. "
MINNIE Lee Carter Salltpa, Alabama
A cadeinic
"Toil is the lamp of life and its best fruit."
LETSON Lambert Birmingham, Alal)ama
Academic
Orchestra '26, '27; Chorus '26
"In the multitude of counsellors there is safety"
Page Twenty-nine
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Senior ClasiS
ERROL STAFFORD Statesville, N. Carolina
A cademic
"So leach us to number our days, thai we may apply our hearts unto wisdom."
EVA M. AVILSON Ridgeway, S. Carolina
Academic
Flat Rock Academy '24; Sup't Primary S. S. '26; Ass't Leader Bible Workers
Band '26; Associate Leader Joshi Jotatsii Kai '25; Junior Deaconess '26.
"A word spol^en in due season, how good is ill"
TALMADGE BOYD Griffin, Georgia
A endemic
Chorus '26; Assistant Sec'y M. V. S. '27
"Life is nol life at all without delight."
RAY L. Jacobs
Acadcviic
Graysville Academy '25; Orchestra '27.
"Rejoice, O young man, in thy youth.'
Gr.iysville, Tennessee
Page Thirty
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)enior Class!
JOHN F. SPKYER New Orleans, Louisiana
Academic
Devotional Sec'y M. V. S. '25; Chorus '25 '27; Cliorister M. V. S. '26, '27;
Ass't Leader Better Men's Society '27; Ass't Leader Ministerial Band '27;
" To do my duly in that state of life unto which it shall phase Ood to call me."
GRACE COPPAGE Miami, Morida
Academic
Chorus '26. 27.
"Casilhy bread upon the waters, for thou shallfind il after many days."
LESTER S. DAVLS Raiding. Pennsylvania
A cndem ic
Chorus '25; Junior Deacon '27.
The greater man, the greater courtesy
"
VIRGINLV LEACH Jacksonville, Florida
Academic
Ass't Sec'y S. S. '25, '26; As.so. Leader Joshi Jotatsu Kai '26; Chorus •25-'27;
Missionary Volunteer Secretary '27; Southland Alumni Editor '27.
"God sent His singers upon earth with songs of sadness and of mirth.'
Page Thirttj-unc
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Senior Class
Herbert N. HORXE Mcintosh, Florida
AcuJemic
"Talent is that which is in a man's power: genius is that in whose
power a man is."
* LEONARD WOODHCTF Orhn.l.i, Florida
Academic
Chorus '2(); Orchestra '26, '27.
"A prudent man lookeih well to his going"
DOR')THV Peppers Luvr.ii'^cl.ur^, Tennessee
Academic
Leader Joshi .Jotatsu Kai '25; Ssii'y S. S. '25; C )rrefi)-):ii3n:^e B ii:l L;i l-'r '2j;
Chorus '25,-'27; Loader Bible Workers Band '25, '26.
"Sing awjy sorrow, cast away care."
* TH0M.\S STRICKL.VXD ,' Savannah, Georgia
Academic
Chorus '26; Leader Better Men's Society '26.
"Seesl thou a man diligent in his business? He shall stand before k'ngs
;
he shall not stand before mean men."
* Work Incomplete
Pcuje Thirty-two
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i^euior Class
ALBERTA IIKIBKR .Spring'ield, Illinois
Academic Coinincrciul
Leader Bilile Workers Band '25; M. V. See'y. '2i); Junior Deaeone^.s '25;
Assistant Chureli Clerk '27.
"A word filly spotien is lil^e apples of gold in pilchers of silver."
ELTON B KL\G Ai)ison, Tennessee
,4 cademic CniimiiTcial
Oreliestra '27.
"WhaisoeOir thti hand findclh to do, do it with Ihj might.'
ELEANOR KING Apison, Tennessee
Acndindc
Oi-cliestra '27.
"A rose to the living is more than sumptuous wreaths to the dead."
FORRICST PORTER Ft. Lauderdale. Florida
Academic
"Be swift to hear. s!ow to speal^, slow to wrath.'
I'.r/i Tlnrti;-!hree
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Senior Class
Fraxkik Johnson De Rirldt'i- Louisiana
Acadtmic Commercial
Chorus '27
"A merry heart doeth good li/^e a medicine."
DORRIS MCKKK Luiiilierton, Mississippi
Acadtmic
Orchestra '25-'27; Chorister Ministerial Bund '27.
"Let your speech be alway with grace, seasoned with salt."
Lillian CURRV Jacksonville^ Florida
Academic
Ass't Sec'y Bible Workers Band '27; Chorus '26, '27
"Lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven."
Donald STEINMAN Candler, N. Carolina
Acadimic
Orchestra '27; Southland News Editor '27; Ass't Sec'y Oratorical Society '27
" To everything Ihete is a season, and a lime to every purpose under heaven."
Page Thirty-four
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Senior Clags
* JULIAX COGGIN . . Cocoa, Florida
A endemic (jO?n mcrcinl
Southwestern Junior College Academic '26; Orchestra '24, ''25, '27.
"Remember now thy Creator in the Jays of thy youth."
Carolyn Louis ^'iclvslmrg, Mi.ssissippi
^•1 cademic
Chorus '27; Asso. Leader .Joshi ,Iotat.sa Kai '27; Sec'y Bible Workur.s Band '27.
*'A merry heart maketh a chceiful countenance."
* Clifford bell '. Ilot Springs, Arkansas
Aradrmir
"A good name is rather to be chosen than great riches. '
THYRA BURF^E Waldo, Florida
Academic
Waldo High '25; Chorus '27
"In the day of prosperity bejoyful, but in the day of adversity consider."
Work Incomplete.
Page Thirty-five
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Senior Class
Harold SAMMKR OHando, l-lorida
Winyah Lake Acafli'in.\' '25
*'Forsah,c no' an old fricnJ. /or the nciv is not comparable unto hint."
FREDA WEA\ ER Bradpiitowii, Florida
Acnflrndc
"All things work together for good to them that love God"
CARL L. JACOBS Graysvillc, Tennessee
Acndemic
Graysville Academy "25; Orchestra '27.
"Judge not according to the ap/icarance."
WILLLVM KUESTER f Orlando, Florida
Academic
\A'inyah Lake Academy '25; (Orchestra '26
"' fie that is slou' to anger is heller than the mighty; and he that rulclh
his spirit than he that taketh a city."
Page Thirty-six
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^fitior Class
Ronald NETHERY ... Arlington, California
Aradcitiir
Orchpstra '27: Sec'y Better Men's Society "27
"fie no( ignorant of anything in a grnat mailer or a small."
Mabel TREECE McMinnviUe, Tennessee
-1 endemic
Orchestra '26
"Peace is always beautiful
"
A- D. MCKEE Lii.-nberton, Missi.ssippi
Ac'idcinic
Secretary Ministerial Band '25;' Secretary Better Men's Society '20; M. V
Sec'y '27; Southland Missionary Editor '27
" The race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong."
Page Thirty-seven
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Commencement Weeh
program
Class Jf^iQfjt Progiam. Map 10, 1027 8:00 p. iH.
Invocation J. W. Franklin
Vocal Solo Lucile White
President's Address Walter Clark
Musical Saw Lester Davis
The Supreme Classic John Jansen
The Spoken Word Forrest Bishop
Duo Maurine Shaw, Ruth Deyo
Essay on Education Ethel Dart
Science Demonstration Eight Seniors
Vocal Solo Virginia Leacfi
Scene in Honduras Fifteen Seniors
Presentation of Gift Richard Hollar
Song Class
Benediction William Kuester
Congccration ^crbicc, ifflap 20. 1027 8:00 ^. ill.
Invocation E. L. Parrish
Address F. W. Field
Consecration Prayer J- H. Behrens
Violin Solo Malvina Zachary
Responses Seniors-Juniors
Vocal Solo Virginia Veach
Benediction H. W. Klaser
iSarcalamcatc ^crliicc, jWap 21, 1027 U :00 9. ill.
Scripture Reading J. J- Nethery
Invocation Burton Castle
Quartet Male
Sermon President M. E. Cady
Duet Selected
Benediction
,
B. H. Shaw
Commencement program, iWap 22, 1027 8 :00 ^. M.
Invocation W. H. Heckman
Vocal Solo B. H. Shaw
Address A. W. Spalding
Presentation of Diplomas M. E. Cady
Benediction B. F. Kneeland
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
Usefulness :iiul effieipncy are the demands of tlu- hour. 1'he world lias
no plare for hini who can not render service hrino;in<i; niaxitnuni results in a inini-
niuiu aniount of time. It will give no attention to some fine-spun tlieorv, how-
ever beautiful, whether in the re-alm of science or religion, if it does not l>y its
practical application benefit mankind. If thisbe true in rejiard to the work of
tlie world today, how mud', truer it is with n>ferenee to that, which we as a peoj^le,
represent.
Before entering upon a career of fame and recognition, wo realize the im-
portance of a two-fold training and development -that of the head and the hand.
But we, as applicants for a higher, noblei- work, tlare not stop there. Our prepara-
tion must include still another phase, making it three-fold—heart, head, and hanrl.
It was with this held up before us that the members of the Senior class of
1927, several years ago, heard the call and enlisted as those who would help to
fill the world's great need. Nor have we lost sight of our aim. I'or long months
we have struggled on with tliis goal in mind, and though we lia\c not reached
that high state of perfection, yet we, as Paul, "press on towiird the mark."
Our training here has been such as would fit us for the tasks at hand. .\nd
as weapi'oar before you tonight it is not to give a histor3^ of our past nor a prophec\'
of our future In this little program the different departments of the College
\\ill he represented and we '.'ill show by way of demonstration, in part at least,
what the instruction of our teachers has accomplished for us.
Dear Parents, we welcome you here tonight. Daily Vv'e have thought of
you. Your sacrif.ces and your prayers in our behalf we shall never forget nor
fail to appreciate. It was j^ou who instilled into our hearts am! minds the necessity
of this training and the desire to obtain it. Your liopes in us have been high.
We will not disappoint you We trust that a feeling of joy and thankfulne.ss
fills your hearts at this time
This is not a new experience for you, beloved teachers. Each year you
see those who have sat at your feet go forth to fill their places. Your lives.
you have given to this task of shaping character and of making from raw material,
vessels fit for the Master's use. The great Teacher in declaring "This work is
the nicest, the most difficult, ever. committed to human beings" has placed the
stamp of His approval upon your faithful miriitrations.
.Juniors and fellow students, you are following in our footsteps and we beg
of you. be careful. Watch to avoid (he slips we have made in the way. We
are tliankful to you for your words of encouragement .you have spoken to help us.
We are k-aving the past; it has meant much. We are facing the future;
it looms high before us. We would look upward, not downward; forward,
not backward. We have dedicated our lives to a cause and our progress no
man can hinder for we are doing and .shall ever do "All for Him."
Walter B. Clark.
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PRESENTATION OF CLASS G!FT
Tonight, we, the graduating; class of 1927, appear befoie you with a si'cater
realization than ever before of the debt we owe to Houti)ein Junior Coliege and
to those who have played such a great pa''t in niakinu' it possilile for us to reach
this period in school life.
We fee! that our progress since cominu; here has been jiooil, indeed. The
past few years have been filled with many wonderful exiierienccs, both intellectual
and spiritual. Truly, it has been good to be here.
The joyou.s anticipation of this occasion has been sonKnvhat saddened by
the thought of separating from th )se whose interest and timely counsel have meant
so much in our lives. As we look back upon their toil and sacrifice, we are awakened
anew to a sense of obligation for all that they have done. AVith sincerity, I say,
the class esteems antl honors the teachei's of this institution.
Nor would we fail to mention our fellow students whose pleasant and help-
ful companionship has cheered us along the way, and to them we would leave a
parting injunction of constant loyalty to the standards of our College.
Feeling that words alone cannot express the debt of gratitude which we owe
to the school with all its influences, both of insti'iiction and association, we have
chosen something more tangil)le.
Accept this dictionary stand from the class of 1!)27, and as the years come
and go, we would have you forget the humble means used to show our appreciation,
and beg that 3'ou remember only the spirit of tender regard that ]irompted the
act.
With this little ceremony we take leave of our kind friends, our dear school-
mates, our faithful teachers, and our beloved .-Vlma Mater, trusting that the bitter-
ness of farewell n\ay be sweeteni>d by sacred meinoi'ies of a past, well spent and
by glorious hopes of a fiitur(>, ).)i'avelv met.
Richard T. Holl.'ir.
/'<u/c Foiii/
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Class ^ong
When the .ti:()l(leii sun is melting
—
In the ])urple of the night,
There is promise of the mori'ow,
That it -will be fair and l)nght.
So today we see the gleaming,
Through regrets that we must part,
Of tlie beauty of the futur(\
In the hopes that fill each heart.
All the years we spent together—
"Mid the sceiies we love so well,
Will remain as sweetest memories
—
Wrapt in youth's sweet mystic spell.
As we journey down life's pathway.
Still our thoughts will oft re1:urn
To the happy days i-emember'd
Where we strove life's rules to learn.
We go forth with fii-m endeavor
—
And a pui'pose e\'er true.
And our motto is "Pei'fection
—
In whatever we may do."
But though lands or seas divide us,
We will ever cherish dear
Our beloved Alma Mater.
And hcv name we will revere.
/',!;/(• Fi)rl:j line
zo
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2. Juniors
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JUNIOR CLASS
Herman C. Ray. President
J. T. Jone* Jr.. Via Prcsiilent
Mae B. Murrcll. Sccrclary
Beuiali B. Jcfinson. Trenxurer.
Rossie Fuye Murphy
Jewell Johnson
Majorie Randall
Virginia D. Veach
Fuller Whitman
Bertha Orat.g..-
Joc Travis
Delores Whiteneck
Jennie Clarke
Ira Buck
Verna McRae-Roseis
Helen Ellis
Vance E". Suffirool
Monroe Loyd
Beryl G Walker
Joe C, Hayward
Wava A.. Rogers
George Meade Jr.
Florence Nellie Bird
Alfied V. M:-Clure
Mary Gatlin
Raymond .\. Nethery
S. Hoi ton McLennan
Walter E Williams
Houston Curtis
Millard C. Bradley
Ruth Pilhbury
Donald Steele
E. Fisher Kenney
rhemla Gaskell
Esther Thomson
Academic
Academic
Collegiate
Collegiate
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Collegiate
Academic
Academic
Academic
Collegiate
Collegiate
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Collegiate
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Collegiate
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic
1 lillsboro. N. Carolina
Nashville. Tennessee
Bon Aqua, Terinessee
Red Oak. Georgia
Lumberton. Mississippi
Jackson. Mississippi
Atlanta, Georgia
Columbia. S. Carolina
Atlanta. Georgia
Washington. D. C.
Bessemer, Alabama
Marion. Indiana
Miami. Florida
Cedar Lake. Michigan
Gilbertown, Alabama
Atlanta. Georgia
Ketchum, Oklahoma
New York. New York
Atlanta. Georgia
Cliattanooga. Tennessee
Orlando, Florida
New Orleans. Louisiana
St. Petersburg. Florida
Mobile, Alabama
Jacksonville. Florida
Arlington. California
Memphis. Tennessee
Birmingham. Alabama
Miami. Florida
Dunkirk. New York
Palmetto, Florida
Livingston, Montana
Miami, Florida
Miami, Florida
New Orleans, Louisiana
Page Forlij-five
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THE HOUSE BY THE SIDE OF THE ROAD
There are lieimit souls tiiiit live witlidravvn
In tlie place of their .self-content;
There souls like stars, that dwell apart,
In a followless firnianipnt;
There are pioneer souls that blaze their paths
Where the highways never lan
—
But let nic live in my house by the side of the road
Antl be a friend to man.
Let me live in a house by the side of the road
Where the race of men go by
—
The men who are good and the men who are bad,
As good and as bad as I.
I would not sit in the scorner's seat
Or hurl the cynic's ban-
—
Let me live in a house by the side of the road
And be a friend to man.
I see from my house by the side of the road,
R3' the side of the highway of life,
The men who press with the ardor of hope.
The men who are faint with strife.
But I turn not away from their smiles noi- their tears,
Both parts of an infinite plan
—
Let me live in a house by the side of the road
And be a friend to man.
—Sam Walter Foss.
Pool? IV
Story History
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PART I
"Howdy, s(]uire."
"Howdy, parson, I ain't i^eed ye
in a long time. What ye doin' these
days?"
"Well, I've been pretty busy doiuji
my spring plowing and j)lantin.!i'.
just finished 3'esterday."
"We're about ketched up, loo.
Been so powerful much rain we could-
n't get into the fields as soon as we
orter. But we'll be thru come next
week. Say, parsin, hev ye hecrd the
STORY HISTORY
"That will make a fine location for
a school. The best spring in this
country is on that place."'
"Yes, thet's so. I recollec' one
year when it didn't i-ain nuff to wet
the ground all summer. All the springs
in the iicighborhood failed and the
news :
hnt
.liin
news.
Thatcher's )ld his
"No,
"Why,
place."
"You don't say! To whom?"
"To a bunch of fellers that's
goin' to start a school. Jim tole me
hissclf. He said they come down here
adookin' fer a big piece o' land and
after searchin' all over the coimtry
and discussin' all the different lo-
cations they finally decided to buy
his farm. He says they paid him
SlOO down to hold the bargain and
that thej''s a-goin' to conclude the
deal this sununer."
farmers for miles around liauled water
from that spring for their stock. But
law! You couldn't tell they'd took out
a drop. That spring'll furnish all the
water them fellers'll neeil."
"That's a fine house Mr. Thatcher
lives in,—old jilantation house, I sup-
pose. How long has it been there?"
"Nigh on to seventy year. The
origin.-d house was built a while before
I first come to these parts. A man
liviii' in Chattanooga, named Cleveland
bought the place, juit up the house
and give it to his son, Major Cleve-
land. That was 'long 'bout the time
of the Civil War. Major Cleveland
died and was buried right over the
hill yonder in the Ooltewah graveyard.
Th(! place changed hands several
times luitil finally Jim Thatcher bought
it. But they's a long story before j'ou
come to the time when he ownetl
^'^^cc::
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OT.D PLANT
that place."
"Tell me about it, won't you?"
"Well, to go back a ways, old man
Thatcher owned some property around
here, but he k)st it all 'cept a right of
way over the hill, and the bluff over
there wheic ye see that old lime
kiln. He burnt some lime there in
an old-fashioned way, but arter awhile
his boys, Bill and Jim, took a-holt
of the kiln and opened it up on a
bigger scale. Then Bill sold his inter-
est to Jim, and .Jim went into the
business in earnest. He run four er
five kilns over there, and built a
bunch of houses up on the hill north
of the kilns where his men lived.
He even had a cooper shop where
they made the barrels that they ship-
ped the lime in. He run a commissar}^
ATIdX umsK
too, and furnished supplies fer his
hands. .Jim did a big business them
days amountin' to thousands of dollars
a month."
"Yes? What happened to it?
There's little left to show for it now
except the old rusty smokestack ov(n-
by the bluff.
"Well, I'll tell ye .sir,—and it
can be said in two words,—the trust.
Yes si)-, the trust got a strangle hold
on Jim and crowded him to tlie wall
just as it's done with maiiy another
little feller."
"What did Mi-. Thatcher do then?"
"Long about the time his busi-
ness began to go down he was a-
boardin' with Hilly Poe who owned
the big house. One night, havin'
nothin' in partickler to do, lie went
^, S)<3?VIT-HL?\NI7
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over to set awhile with a neighbor,
Mr. Cureton, who h\-ed just across
the track. They was a younjr lady
visitin' there, and somehow arter
that Jim found a lot of excuses fer
goin' off to -Mr. Cureton's. And you
couldn't blame him, for man, she was
pretty,—big black eyes witli long:
lashes, coal black hair, a clear olive
complexion, and a way that completely
won .Jim's heart. She was a Spaniard
from Barcekma. Her dad had been
a contractor in the old country.
He built the Head House in Chatta-
noojra Hy the way, I've heenl they's
some talk o' tearin' that buildin' down
and puttin' up a bigger, finer one.
Yet, when old man Merrill finished
that Read House they wa'n't no
lietter hotel in the city. But to go
back to mj' story,— .Jim was just a
plain, common sort o' chap and she
was haughty and proud, but he never
lost heart, and little by little she got
interested, too. The upshot was tliat
they was married and then he bought
tlie big liouse and had it remodeled.
Jim tore away the whole front and
built it new, 'n made the back part
two full stories. Good times they
had in their big, fine house. Mrs.
Thatcher was a master hand at
entertainin' and many's the party
or supper she gave to her friends.
Jim never took much interest in her
social affairs, tho, for by this time
he'd lost clear out in the lime kiln
business and gone to farmin'. And
when a man follows the plow or swings
the hoe all day he don't feel much
like dressin' up an' lookin' purty at
night. So when all her fine friends
come he'd just up an' go olf to bed."
"Had the Thatchers any children'.'"
"Yes, two boys and a girl. The
girl was the very picture of hei' mother.
Her father set a lieap o' store by her.
He had a little playhouse built for
her and she used to play out there by
the hour. Manj^ a time I've seed her a
sittin' at the door in her little rockin'-
chair, a-wearin' a little blue sun-
bonnet and a-singin' to her doll\'.
We was right good friends and she'd
always wave at me when I passed,
"i'ou'd a thought she'd be sp.oiled, bein'
the only girl in the family, but she
wasn't, not a mite."
"Well, squire, I must be going.
I thank .you for the imformatiou
you've given me, and I surely hope
that new school w'ill be very .success-
ful. But those men have a big task
ahead of them."
"Right ye are, parson. Good-bye,
you all come out and see us."
PART II
Eleven years !a(er
"Hurr\- Jack! Aren't }0U ready?
It's almost train time."
"Re there in a second. Wait
till I get my cap."
p}^ s3^VlTMIj7\NI7
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The speakers wore two incnil>ers
of a reception ooiTiiiiittce which had
been ajipointcd to meet all incoming
trains, and t.) wolcotin! th(> students,
new and old, who were expected for
the openinsi of school.
Witli (|uick. firm step they swunc;
down the road witli the hght of eager
anticipation ;ind pleased expectancy
shining in their eyes. Just as they
came opposite the President's cottage
a shrill wlnstle sounded in their
ears, and, with the cry, "There's
the train," they broke into a run
and were soon standing in the midst
of a happy, chattering group which
waited breathles,sly beside the track
as the train drew .slowh' to a stand-
still.
"Oh there's Marjorie! And Carol!
Hello, Walter! This is your sister?
Glad to meet you, Miss Johnson.
Welcome to CoUegedale." And so
the merry chatter ran on, each vying
with the other in greeting old friends
and welcoming new ones.
On every train they carrtc, old
students who rejoiced to see once
more the scenes they loved so well,
new students who also rejoiceil in the
fulfillment of long-cherished dreams
of attending the school of which they
had heard so much.
Busy were the days that followed,
for there must needs be a setting
in order of rooms, a getting acquainted
with roonnnates, an adjustment
to what, for many, was a new order
of things. And yet, in spite of a well-
filled program, there crept into some
hearts that destroyer of peace of
mind, homesickness,—for rare indeed
is that person who can leave, without
a heartache, all the loved associations
iuid hallowed memories of home.
So it came about that two lads
one afternoon wandered aimlessly
down the road, discinitent pliunly
written on their faces. For a time they
walkeil on in silence when one of
them al^-uptly said, "Nine months
in this place! I can never do it. I'm
going home."
"How could you know what I
was thinking about?" asked his
companion.
"Not very hard, judging from the
expression on your face," vvas the
leply.
"But will they let us?"
"I'm not going to ask. I have
enough money with me to buy my
ticket and I'm going tomorrow."
"Hello, fellows! What's the matter?
Who's dead? You look like a funeral."
"Feel like one too," came back the
growling reply. "I'm sick of this old
place and I'm leaving tomorrow,
"Whew!" whistled the newcomer.
"Say! How'd you both like to go to
Griad.stone this afternoon? I haven't
anything special to do and
"
"Do vou mean it?"
^,
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"Sure I mean it."
"Hov.' about asking Joe and Fred
to go'"
"Surely, and if you know of
anyone else who has stepped into
the indigo pot, bring liim along. 11!
speak to the preceptor and get his
permission. You be ready to go right
aflei- dinner,- and be sure to wear
old shoes."
It was a very light-hearted group
that set out at one o'clock on the
hike to distant Grindstone Mountain.
The leader, Mr. JMardcn, tall and
supple of limb, v.-ith a strength and
endurance born of much practical
exercise, co\'ered the ground with
long, easy strides, scarcely pausing
to draw breath, his pace testing to
the utmost the endurance of some of
the hikers to whom mountain climb-
ing was a strange experience.
"Why do they call this mountain
Grindstone?' asked Fred. "It certainly
doesn't look like a grind.stonc to me."
-- *«J
^
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quantities of fruit. Besides all this,
ho made a j^Ovid deal of wine here in
the cellar. He and his wife died and
both are burieii at the southern end
of the moimtain. I do not know the
exact spot but it was once marked
by a big hickory tree called the
"Signal Tree." The young folk grew
up and went out to fill places of use-
fulness in the world. Two of their
sons became very prominent Pres-
byterian ministers. One of the daugh-
ters mari'ied a well-known lawyer
in Chattanooga. Some of the grand-
children still li\-e in Ooltewah.
"But now don't you want to see
Rock City? We'll just about have
time to go over there and get home
by supper time."
Assent was readily gi\'en and they
were soon in sight of their goal. Like
the massive walls of a fortress the
great gray rocks towered above them,
or lay scattered fantastically about
as if mighty giants had done battle
on this spot.
All too .^oon Mr. Marden drew
out h-is watch, stii<lied its face in
silence a few moments, then said,
"Time to go boys, if v.c want any
supper." Reluctantly they left the
beautiful scene, each with the deter-
mination to retiu-n at the fii.^t op-
portunity.
As they turned their faces home-
ward Joe said, with an audible sigh,
yet half under his breath, "Now
for the prison again." INIr. ^larden,
whose quirk ear caught the words,
turned and said, "Boys, v,-ould you
believe that this peaceful valle}- below
us was once a battleground"? I do
not mean tliat pitched battles br-tween
opposing armies were fought, Init
during the Civil War there often came
in here that mo.st to be despised of
all foes, the treacherous guerillas.
They made raifis upon the farms cari-y-
ing away stores of food and robbing
the people of their stock. And though
that time has long since passed, I
believe it's still a battleground where
a .strong, wily foe slips in unawares
and tries to tear down wliat has been
long in building. Should you like to
hear about the development of this
school?
"Yes! Yes!" came the answering
chorus.
"It was founded in 1915. The
big yellow house was used as a girls'
dormitory and dining room, while
the boys lived in old .shacks and tent
houses scattered over the northern
end of the place. Every morning the
boys were summoned by a bugle
call to attend worship in the old
commissary that stood near the big
hou.se. Some of the boys slept in
this old building and iluring the nieht
the rats would waken them, throwing
walnuts at each other and sliding down
the rafters, at least that's what the
bo3's said. Do you remember that
0)xG &^VLT-HLz\NT7
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little building clown bolow the Boys'
Home, with the name "Grafanola"
across tho front? That was originally
built for a little girl's playhouse, but
after the school was starteii it was used
•as the President's office. Later it
became a s'loeshop, then a music
studio, (hence the name), and one
year when there was an epidemic of
sniall-pox it was used as a jiest house.
Now it serves as a storehouse for seed.
r~ "The first building erected was
the Girls' Home. School began that
fall before even the window or door
casings were hung ur the building
plastered. It was bitterly cold that
winter and the only fuel available
for heating the building was green
wood. The school bought two carloads
of coal but the government confis-
cated it. That was during the World
War, you know.
"The boys had stoves in their tent
houses. But those were good times
in spite of the inconveniences. No
one ever comj^lained. The boys and
girls who came here worked many
long, hard hours, but they had caught
the vision and had .set their hands to
the accomplishment of a great work.
"Well, the next to be put up was
the Boj's' Home. For several years it
served both as a dormitory and ad-
ministration building. Then came the
day when the first shovelful of earth
was turned for the long-hoped-for
Main Building. .\nd weren't we proud!
At last it stood ready for the plaster
and a campaign was launched for a
heating plant to cost ??500n. Think
of it! That was no small sum to be
raised by a student bod}' and faculty'
who were far from possessing much of
this world's goods. But no one
thought of giving up, for was it not
our school?—and we felt it must
succeed. Aud it did! No one who
was present that night when we raised
the last dollar will ever forget the
joy and thrill we felt when we knew
that the battle had been won.
"Little by little improvements have
been made,—electric lights instead
of oil lamps, a water system instead
of pitchers filled in the basement
and carried to the third floor, a big,
roomy barn instead of an old tumble-
down buildinp unworthy of the name
even of shed. How has it all l;een done?
Thi'ough the hart! labor, the self-
sacrifice, the earnest efforts of both
parents, students and teachers, who
have never lost sight of the goal
—
the building up of an institution where
young men and j'oung women might
be trained to go to every part of the
world and be of service to others,
telling the story of God's dear Son
who came to die for our salvation,
and of how He is soon to return to
this earth to take His people home."
"Mr. Marden, I'm sorry I called
this place a prison," said Joe penitently.
"And I'm sorry I wanted to go
home," chimed in Fred. "I'm going
to show my folks that I appreciate
the sacrifice thty are making to send
me here."
"Me, too," said the others, in
the same breath.
"Good!" said Mr. Marden. "But
there goes the supper bell. We'll have
to run!"
Ethel M. Dart.
ook V
Alumni
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TRAINING FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
TIIF. Eospol im-s-^ago tcj yll the worl'l
ill flii-: fgpm-nilion, is the goal UPt
>r oav yimii;; pcDplo MS Ihoy ji;<> fi.rth
iVi):n our splior.l-!. I have boon at-ked
lo i(A) IVoiii tlio s'taiulpoiiit of the
ir.ission fielcN, what preparation our
rcliools should furnish.
1 went as a missionary to Japan
in 1001. and remained 'until 1011.
with two trips home to attend General
Conference l")uri!i^' these ten years
Tokio was my home, and I oame to
I'eel very much aeouainted in tiiat
great city of ov^r a inilhon inhabitants.
Perhaps nothinsr wiW belte'- illustrate
the material ailvaneement made by
(he Japanese in recent years, than the changes in the means of travel. When I first went to
.Ia]jan there was not an electric street car in Tokio. Them were two lines of cars drawn l)y horses,
but these formed t.ractically a single line, as th"y ran ir. the same direction, a lilock apart, f)ne line
ending onlv a few blocks beyond the beginning of the other. To go to any part of the city not
reached by these cars, one must walk, or ride a Ineycle, or take a jinrikisha; and in tho.se days
there were fully forty thousand kurumaya, which interpreted nieans men who draw those handy
little carriage.s. So "for several years I tooK many a trip in and across the city on my bicycle.
But a change came. In a few- years miles and miK-^ of trolley lines were laid along tho principle
streets, so that by the year I left .Japan finally, there were one hundred miles of trolley lines in
operatior in Tokio, ani thirty n.ore miles of lines in j)rospect.
The Japanese, while regarded as lieathen, are an educated people. Statistics show that about
05 per cent of the pojjulation of school age are able to read and write. This percentage of literacy
compares favorably with that of our own country, and in tlie most progressive countries of lOnrope.
A complete svstem of education is established by law in Japan, from the primary grades to the
universitv. Primary education is conijiulsai-y up to and including the eighth year.
The "mastering of Ktrangeand difficult languages, the task of becoming familiar with the relig-
ious ideas and m<.rai .standards of a heathen i)eo|)le, are further reasons why the prospective mis-
sion.ary should seek to obtain the liroadcst i)os.sible culture and a most thorough mental training.
Such a preparation, added to thorough consecration and earnest purpose, will insure success.
F. W. Field.
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THE LAND OF THE MORNING CALM
TTHE eliirion fall to mission lands is hoing
• Sdinidcd at Southern Junior ('ollei^o. Tho har-
vest .--urely is ripe, but the lal)orers are lew, leav-
inc! a very perplexinir situation in many fields. In
view of thepre.ssimj need of worker.';, the Loid has
estalilished throughout this land, njany institu-
tions of learning whose primary ohjeet is to train
young men ai:d women to heeomc efficient
uiessengers for God, who will, under enjoyable
and distres.sing situations alike, serve their
.Master till the work is finally accomplished
To bring to tho.se who for centuries have
bowed down to wood and .stone and tn-mbleil be-
fore the workmaii.ship of men's hands, who have
lielieved in the working of the evil spirits until
their very life habits are largely determined by
these beliefs—to bring to those the knowledge of
a Creator, Sustainer, and Redeemer in Jesns
Christ requiresdiligent, con.secrated work on the
part of the missionary
.
This necessitates thorough
preparation and it is here that Soutliern Junior
College stejis into the great plan and acts a nec-
essary part in fulfilling the go.-pel commission.
It is a jileasure to note that several from this college have already found their way into the
dark corners of the earth and are there with the Light of the Word to point out the way to salva-
tion. Among this number is one i\ho has answered a call to Korea, there to labor in medical mission-
ary work. There is a great need in all mission lands for medical workers who will apjily the Mealing
Balm to the .«oul while treating the body of its physical ailments. Their superstition and belief
ill evil spirits often leads them to do things in all good intention and with honest hearts that to us
would be horrif\ing, for they often reipiire the life of ihe inflicted one.
Korea has come to be known as the fmul of Ihr Mnri iiujCnlm because of the calm, clear
mornings which are so characteristic of the land. The country is very hilly and the climate quite
temperate. The people are, l>y nature, quiet, sociable, and very kind at heart. Their main oc-
cupation is farming, but it is carried on in an entirely different v\ay from what we understand by
frirmith/. An acre is a laige farm for them and rice is the main croji, though some other grains are
raised in small quantities.
During the winter months much time is spent in village gossip and in smoking. They have
plenty of time to think during these months and it is the opportune time to present the Gospel
Mes.sage to them. It takes a long time for these people to change their ways ot thinking
and their habits of life and accept Jesus as their Saviour, Vmt once they accept Christ they are
as true and as firm as any Christian in this land.
Eighteen million people in the land of Korea are calhng for help and for light. .\s the n.ativcs
accept the message they are going out to spread the gospel to their own countymen,butthey need
more help. Let us do what we can to send them the blessed news of salvation.
L. A. Butterfield.
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Arts and Crafts
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NORMAL
'Well Jane, what, do yi.u expo-ct to do wlien you linish c-olloye?"
"Oh," sighpd Jane, "I hiiig to be a school teacher. ]>vA I am afraid of the Xornial Courhe.
It must he hard to prejiare for svieh an iniiiortaM* work, and I am wiue I do iii.l know the lir.st ihing
about teaching."
"Xow you just come witli me and visit today." invitid Xaney. "It will help you to make up
your mind." So Jane went.
"Xow," said X'aney, "let us go to the Methods class I can hardly wait for we are going
to tell stories today. Miss Hale, the critic teacher, illu.->lrated one with jjaper cuttings yesterday
and now I am eager to hear tho.se the other members of the class will tell.
In this way Jane attended the different classes, one after another. They seemed very interesting
and practical for each student was inghly entiiusiastic over the work he was doing. 8he decided
then and there to enroll for the Xormal Cour.se and was soon a member of the ela.ss. After a few
Weeks hadpa.ssed, Jane found herself faeuig many perplexing schoolroom problems. They must be
solved, and she, with the counsel of her kind teacher, succeeded in working them. out.
Then, one day the Xormal director calmly announced that all the members of the class were
to begin their practical teaching the following Monday. Each student teacher was given a sub-
ject to teach and told to make daily lessoii plans. .Soon the exciting Monday came for Jane, who,
with her notes in hand, and with her heart beating furiously, laced what she thought to be a
trying ordeal. Frightened, but determined to succeed, she sought to put into practice the prin-
ciples recently learned, that her pupils might be bettered by them.
Thus, as the school days pa.ssed, she found it a source of satisfaction and joy to be able to
see the children develop rapidly and well. How Jane did enjoy the Avork! She wonders
now why everyone does not enter the Xormal Course and engage in the delightful v.oiK of training
children for life's responsibilities.
Beulah Johnson.
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VOCAL DEPARTMENT
The most sat-rwl u,iid clu'nsl'.ed nieniorios of life tlu.stt-r ground tlio mclodieri produced liy the
human voice. Nothing soothes the restless infant like the low, sweet, eroonirig melodies of the
mother's lullaby song. Children's happy hours sparkle with songs of joy .\s youth develops
into manhood and womanhood the variou.s moods of human experience find expression in melodies
which are the' very embodiment of great emotions. Love, sorrow, joy. patriotism, worship and
gratitude find their fullest expression through the use of the human voice in song.
We are told that "the melody of praise is the atmosphere of heaven and when heaven eo.nes
in touch with the earth, there is music and song,—Thanksgiving, and the \oice of melody." "There
are few means rnorc effective for h.^ing Cod's woids in the memory than repeating them in song.
And such .song has wonderful power It has power to subdue rude and uncultivati-d nature=;
power to quicken thought and awaken sympathy, to promote harmony of action, and to banish
the gloom and foreboding that destroy coijr.age and weaken effort. It is one of the most effective
meau.s oi impi'essing the heart with spiritual truth."
The wonderful educational value of song has led the Southern .lunior College to make Vocal
training an important part of school activities. Thus we are trying to meet the urgent and growing
demand that the young men and women who enter our denominational work shall have some
training in musical lines and thus be alile to use Iheir voii-es effectively in the blessed evangelism
of song.
Students in the \'ocal Department of Southern Junior College have participated in various
radio programs which the College h;.s broadcasted through Station WDOD Chattanooga. The
refined nature of these programs has made a very favorable impression upon the surrounding
community and have thus greatly aiiled the school in its other missionary activities. In this
way the members of the Vocal Department are striving to reach the Lord's ideal in the ministry
of song. Ruth Kneeland.
o
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT
What a dreary old wurld this would lio if we couM not lu-ar a hit of juyous mu.sit', eithcrin
song or by instriiinpnt! Oiir Heavenly Father knew this and in ereating this world in its jjerfect
beauty He placed in it the sweet songs of the happy birds, the singing of the brooks and the
whisper of rustling leaves.
Our College is in the verj- heart of this Mu.>-ic of Natuie wliieh lifts the thoughts of those who
hear it far above t!ie rommonplace things of life. Then there is that which we ourselves desire to
^xpress «o that riglit here among our students there are those who are taking music, either piano
-*voice. or violin.
It is usually the oiies who have some kn.iwledge of musie who arc the happiest, for it helps
them when working and often dispels the gloom and drives di.seonragement from their lives.
There is something about it nhich softens one'.s life and makes him more tender and forgiving
toward his fellowmen.
The worth of music is well emphasized by many writers. "Music", said Luther, "is a fair
and glorious gift from God." Halery said, "Music is an art that God has given us in which the
voices of all nations may unite their prayers in one harmonious rhythym." And Carlyle wrote,
"Music is a kind of inarticulate, unfathomable .speech which leads us to the edge of the infinite,
and lets us for a moment gaze into it."
Many beautiful programs have been rendered by the Music Department this year and not
only those from the College and the surrounding neighborhood, but others from many parts of
the Southland have enjoyed the musical ability of the .students. Much efTort has been put forth
to make each program as interesting and entertaining as pos.sible. Realizing that music can play
a great factor in the work of the young peojile who go out from this College, each student in this
department has been given the best help in order to develop his talent along this line, thus fit-
ting him for better service as be goes into the w-ork he has chosen. Nellie Henderson.
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CHRISTIAN SALESMANSHIP
There are at least thirty young men and women going outof thedoorsof thisinstitution who
feel that this year has been one of pr((fit as well as pleasure to them. If there is anyone who ap-
preciates the opportunity of ol^taining a C'hristian Education, it is the colporteur. We feel that as
a result of this year's training wv are better prepared to carry on the work which Christ l>egan when
He was here oh earth, for in connection with other cla.s.ses, it has been our pvi\-ilege to meet to-
gether once a week and receive definite instruction regarding this important phase of the I.oid's work.
It has been a source of much encouragenioit and inspiration to see the spirit of enthusia i
inanifrsted by each member of the class since its organization in the early part of the year. This
interest has been steadily growing with each meeting, despite the fact that the recitation period
came at a very inconvenient time.
Just imagine that you were at Collegedale on Monday night and e.\pected to sleep soundly
until the rising bell should ring on Tuesday morning. If this were your first visit here, you would he
somewhat surprised, and quite disagreeably so, to be awakened at }3n .\. M. by the stirring of
a group of young colporteurs. X(jt being previou.«ly informed that there even wa» such a class
at Collegedale, you would no doubt he justiHed in the oi<iriion that something tinusual had hap-
pened, and you would '\o!ider ishether this were a dailv occurrence. This occasion should cause
no alarm however, as it happens only on Tuesday mornings -As it is nearly ti^ne for the colporteur
class, some of the members are getting ready to attend. They have found that the wonderful
principles of Christian Salesmanship can be more readily mas'ered in the early hours when the
mind is fresh, and are taking advantage of this to prepare for the stern duties of life.
We arc now ready to take up our cross and follow the Master. Ves, there are sp'.eiidid pros-
pects for a banner summer in the colporteur work in this great Southland as the loyal sUideuts
of Southern Junior College join the ranks of regular workers in this great army of the King.
Howard McClure.
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THE COLLEGE PRESS
In I'JIO, Printing ranked sixth
among the important industries of
the United States, witii an invested
capital of .«;5SS,()00,()()0 and oflering
employment to 25S,0n0 persons. Sinee
that time it has increased immensely.
The Seventh-day Adventist de-
nomination has four large printing
establishments in the United States,
as well as a number of smaller ones
in foreign coun-
tries, which publish
literature in 12S lan-
guages and dialects.
Printing holds an
important and un-
equaled place in the
work of Seventh-day
Adventists.
Printing makes
possible the wonder-
ful system of educa-
tion
,
government and
civilization th'at we
have toda,y. The qx-
periences of other s
are recorded in books so that we can
start where they left off and advance in-
stead of having to start where they did.
Southern Junior College recog-
nizes the important place that printing
occupies, so maintains a department
along this line. When the school
was first established in 1915, the art
of printing was carried on in a shack
on the hill, about^a mile from the main
building, for about two years. Gaso-
line engines were the source of power,
and night work was done by kerosene
lamps. The total value of the eciuip-
ment was not over $1,000.
PRINTING is
^ the greatest
gift by which
God enables us
to advance the
things of the
Gospel Luther.
The Southern Publishing Associa-
tion gave them a cylinder pre.ss, mono-
tyi)e, and power paper cutter, to which
have been added by personal donations
aid t.hf like: a liiberty folder, a
Chandler and Price job press, a miter-
i'le machine and a large variety of
type
The College Press today is the
foremost industrial department at
Collegedale. The
monthly sales aver-
age «I,200. The
equipment is valued
at $15,000. The
plant is housed in a
large, well construc-
ted wooden building,
is electrically lighted,
and all of the
machines are oper-
ated by electricity.
It does a large
amount of job and
catalog work be-
sides publishing
regularly the Field Tidings and the
Southern Union Worker, and the
Southland.
A two-year course is given in the
Art of Printing which is intended to
give the student a genera! knowledge
of the different phases of this work.
The first year the student does mostly
hand composition, distribution, pad-
ding, proof-reading, and similar work.
In the second year he takes up press
and office work. It is just the place
for you to take your course in Printing.
If you don't believe me, come and see!
F. La Verne Smith.
SEWING DEPARTMENT
A fi,l;inL'c at the Sewing rooni of Southern Junior College is an enducenient to any girl to decide
what her vocational subject shall be. Jt is large, with many windows, through which sufficient
light is received to pi-ovont e5'e strain. Two built-in ironing boards furnished with electric irons
give it a neat api)earaiice. The high, white cunvass-covered table, which is u.'ied when cutting out
garments, ami the two large sewing tables are valuablr- assets. Five Singer sewing machines add
further to the equii)ment. Indivi.lnal lockers are provided, in which the girls keep their sewing
baskets. A fitting room is curtained ofT and fashion plates and .sewing text-books are neatly
kept oii a small table given over to them.
JMuch i)rogress hasbeen made ihis year by the students of the Sewing CLi.sses. Not only have
they learned to make stitches, seams, and garments ranging from daintv' aprons to lovely spring
coats, but they have gone into such sul)jects as the knowledge of which will make them better
al)le to cope with this life's problems which come to every woman.
Studies on Christian dress have implanted a desire in their hearts to hcjuor their Creator in
this art. They have learned that a person's character is judged by his style of dress, and that
simplicity in dress, when united with modesty, will go far toward surrounding a young woman
with that atmosphere of sacretl reserve which will be to her a shield from a thousand perils.
Kconomy, rather than extravagance in dress, has been very thoroughly stres.sed until the
girls are enthusiastic advocate? of making .sell-analy.sis. They feel as if (hey must anticipate their
clothing neods, and determine upon the length of time and the amount of money they can atTord
to spend on their wardrobe.
The study of the fabrics: cotton, .silk, linen, and wool, has been enjoyed. A trip through the
woolen mil! of Cleveland, Tennessee, was given to the members of the second-year class. In this
they were privileged to witness the maiuifacture of wool from its rawest state to that of beautiful
tailored clothes. \ erna McRae-Rogcrs.
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THE WOODCRAFT SHOP
Did you ever wonder what we do in the Wootlenil'l shop? We wish you might step in and
visit us, l)ut as a substitute may we tell you what you woiiUI fi'id'.'
Probahly the machines whicti will interest you most and which we surely appreciate, because
of the very nice work they do. are: Hie Ohver Combination Saw, donated to us Ijy Mrs. Josephine
Gotzian, and The .American iSticker, si ven us by Dr. Urville Rockwell. We can dosi.\ty-three different
operations on the saw, including all the things you would expect of a saw and a few in addition
These include the making of Adam or Queen Ann period table legs, special mouldings, all sorts
of mitre cuts and the like. The sticker cuts material on four sides at once, makes any pattern
of .siding or flooring you might wish. Then we have both belt and drum sandcrs, jilaner, bandsaw,
and lathe.
Some of the things we have made recently that may interest you are: for the Boys' Home,
study tables, a hall set and a bookcase; in the Administration Building, a bulletin board, a port-
able blackboard, and a music cabinet; in the Science room, a large de:Sk and two cabinets.
The feature that esficcially interests our class members is the selection of any piece of fur-
niture they might choose and which becomes their own after it is finished and the instructor
h:is graded it. The.se cla.ss members have made fifty-four vario;is pieces, including table lamps,
cedar chests, large and small, music cabinet, radio cabinet, tables, etc
If you want to learn .something that will help 3'ou in the practical side of life, come to the Wood-
craft Shop.
Ira L. Buck.
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Domestic Science
f
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE AND CLLINARY
So dcpL'iulont is our .s|)iiitu;il jui'l intellect ii;i,l vvelf:ire upon our physical well-
being tiiat no educational curriculma is complete, if it does not provide for the
proper knowledge and upkeep of the body on the part of the .students It is evident
that the matter of nutrition should receivi; due eonsidei'ation in the lij.',ht of these
undeniable facts.
The rionu-stic Science class is liiifhiy favore,! in haMny modern elect i-ical
e(iui})iiunt for the use of its student-ciiefs and mations-to-bc. Here in this' room
the food is prepared under careful supervision of the instructor. Not only is the
method of cookiiig outlined for the best results in the flavor aiid dij^estibility of
the food, but the rule." uf jrood and cheniically liarnionious food combinations are
also stressed as to their importance in the science of cookery.
It is clearly seen that a neatly decorated table upon which to place a pleasing
variety of well-arranged dishes is a most desirable feature in the serving of the
meal, besides promoting nutrition for tlie one [lartaking of it. For this reason the
class is provided with a homelike dining ro<jm adjoining the classroom where
guests are served both staple foods and dainty delicacies to the benefit and en-
joyment of all who dine.
DIe•^sed in s|)otle.ss white the waiters and waitresses deftly serve tlii3 choic?,
refrLs'.iii'g viands with a grace born of training and experience. It is but to be ex-
pected that such advantages as are thus presented to the stud>.mts of Domestic
Science must produce excellent results in their aim to cpitdify for this important
branch of service.
The f 'ulinary Department is another branch of our College that gives a very
practical training wheie the young ladies can gain a knowledge and .skill in
all that is fundamental in this line of work, giving a splendid preliminary educatiou
in the work of a matron.
The rearrangement of the kitchen for the sake of efficiency and benefit of the
workers, the addition of .sanitary fixtures and up-to-date equipment, and the orderly
system of procedure in the strenuous period during the meal hour have made
the Culinary Departtnent a very desirable training for those who look forward to
the filling of a place in this field of u.sefulness.
Several students are able to finace themselves to the extent of one-half 'jf their
school expenses here, while a few others are wojking their entire way by this means.
This is a double advantage in thus offei'ing both training and remuneration. Po.ssibly
there are others who would like to avail them,selves of this opportunity in the future.
We wish them every succe.ss and trust that the talent may prove a blessing to many
as they put it to u.se.
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Garage
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Bakery
Laundry
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FARM DEPARTMENT
If yon wish to gain a valuable training for vuiir fvituie life work, come and join oiii' A B C
Class. No, I do not mean our primary reading nlass, but rather the grouj) of young men who work
on the Southern Junior College furm, whether they be in the lower grades or in the college, for
"Agriculture is the ABC of education." It is one of the most important lines of training and
brings special blessings to those who engage in it.
The farm is the best in tl.'is locality, not only l)ecause of its good land liut also because of
its beautiful scenery. If agriculture !)rings one into closer touch with "nature and nature's
God " it is douljly so here where the blessings and beauties of nature continually remind one of the
love and care of our Father.
About 275 of the 750 acres \vhich comprise the farm are under cultivation, over 40 being
in fruit. The orchard has recently been enlarged by the addition of about DO pear trees from the
['nivcrsity of Teiniesscc and also by a fine patch of blackberries.
The care of the farm crops and orchard, together with that of the dairy herd furnishes plenty
of exercise in the best gymnasium in tlie v.orld—the great out-of-doors. And -not only does the
farm sujiply physical exercise and diversion from classroom studies, but it also provides a means
by which, if one wishes, he may earn no small part of his school expenses.
If you should visit our farm today you would see, among other interesting things, t\\ o mule
teams plowing in a large bottom field, another smoothing the land with a "float" and still another
planting corn with a two-row planter, while yonder in the distance you would see one of the farm's
tractors making short work of a gigantic task.
The farm boys all enjoy their work and extend to you an invitation to come to Southern Jimior
College and join the ABC Class.
Fred Palmer.
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HYDROTHERAPY
Spat! Spat! Spat! Spat!
"Wliafs that I hear?"
"That IS our H yilrotherapy class learning to give inassafie, won't yon comp and visit us?"
"My, yoii have a sure-enoiijrli treatment mom, flon't you, with ilressiiig booths, linen closet,
bath and spray."
"But come over here. You must look at our electric cabinet. Let ine open it so you can see
inside. The mirror lining reflects the heat and can."es the body to react better."
"How long does o.ie stay in there?"
"(ienendly fifteen minutes causes a gooi! ])ei spiral ion. When ilie ])atient conies out we give
him a spray to close the ports and sometimes an alcohol lub, in addition."
"Do the young meii take Hydrotherapy too?"
"(), yes, there are five <if tViem in our class this year. Tliey h-ive their practical period in the
afternoon, we have ours in the mornnig."
"Isn't it good that we caii get such, a trahiinj; here?"
"Indeed it is. What do you plan to do when you finish school?"
"Well, the Bilile work appeals to me, and I was just thinking- "
"Thinking what? Let me see whether 1 can guess what was on your mind. You were think-
ijig of the many time" you will go to a home where someone is suffering and how you will long
to relieve the pain.
"That was just it. Do you suppose 1 coulil leain'.' 1 imagine I should be very dull and clum.sj'.
"You can overcome if you are eager to learn. Ver\' few of us knew anything about earing
for the sick when we entered the class."
"You certainly have aroused my interest and next year I am going to take Hydrotherapy."
M:.bel Treeoe.
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So-Ju-Conian
Let us cease to think of the diffieulty encountered in an at-
tempted pronunciation of the name of the students' association
and reflect instead, upon the hxtent possibihties of this singular word.
See in the ahridanient of the terms composino; it the curtailment
of those i^eculiar traits of character, those i(liosyncrasies of tempera-
ment which would interfere so seriously with perfect amalgamation
when we should s(>ek union with the gri>at Adventist moA-ement.
Read in the initial letters not only the name of our College,
but the timely announcement to eveiy nation, tongue, and people,
"Soon Jesus Comers." '
Recognize in the fusion of the words employed an exempli-
fication of the wonderful power of love, so to unify the hearts and
minds of hundieds of b.oys and girls, that they will lend their voices
to the swelling of that grand chorus wliich is to sound tlie glad news
of salvation to the uttermost parts of the earth.
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Organization
As a matter of fact, the title under discussion was chosen with
sole reference to the words, Southern, Junioi . and C"ollege. hut now
that we have discovered its hidden resources, let us refrain from all
future comments as to the sti'angeness of the symbol, but rather look
upon it ^vith tender solicitude as the name of an organization which
is a part, at least, of that "army of workers" v.hose heritage is to
be rightly trained.
And, finally, let us pronounce upon e\'ery true and loyal 80-
Ju-Conirn the sw^eet benediction,
"The Lord bless thee, and keep thee:
The Loid make his face to shine ujion thee, and be
gracious unto thee;
The Lord lift up liis countenance upon thee, and give
thee peace."
Maude Jones.
Ol^^ ^<^lXVUU7iNI7.
^ojucoman Officers
Clifford M.Bee President
Mae B. Murrell Secretary
Leslie A. Bulterfield Vice President
Ruth Kneeland Asst. Secretary
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ORATORICAL SOCIETY
The gift of speech is one of the most remaikaMe talents ever jjiven to created l)eiiigs by ati
all-wise Creator. No one can well discount its value to inpiikind as a source of happiness and satis-
faction, as well as a means of widening our scope of usefulness and of acquiring more knowl-
edge. Be.sides all this we have communion with our heavenly Father, as one like unto Him,
through this medium which distinguishes us, in a very marked way, as having lieen made in His
image and "after His likeness."
The Oratorical Society of Southern Junior College is one of the largest organizations to be
found at Collegedale and its membership has grown rapidly month after month. The opportunity
of becoming more at home when speaking before an audience and of becoming more efficient in
both clear, logical thinking and forceful, distinct utterance of those thoughts is one that more
students might well covet.
Here in the Saturday evening meetings of tlie society the instruction learned on the subject
of e.xpression can be put into practice with simplicity and natural grace after the earnest studentr-
orator has diligently followed the few simple, effective principles of the correct use of the voice
and the proper manner of presenting his message. True, there is much more that may be attained
in this wonderful science, but the first great need is that wrong habits be eradicated and that the
aspirant for true eloquence be ready to climb the path to success in this line without those hin-
drances that must always lie handicaps to his jjrogress.
No limitations have been put upon the membership of the Oratorical Society and it is hoped
that more will seek for the training and enjoyment afforded all who attend. The wish of the present
members is that mauj', many more will derive rich blessing and practical help from the programs
as long as the work of preaching and teaching is necessary for the salvation of a lost world.
Z
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JOSHI JOTATSU KAI
Joshi Jotatsu Kai literally means Young Ladies' Self-Improvement Society. It is an organ-
ization composed of the voang hidies of Nortli Hall for the purpose of improving their time, learn-
ing how to make the best of their general ajipearanee, and most of all, to beautify their charac-
ters, which is of far greater importance than anything else. It is said, "Women make both the
manners and the morals of the people. N'eithcr rise higher than the gauge which the woman set
in a communitj'." Thus we .see how necessary it is for the girls of today to 'ha\'e high ideals for
they are the women of tomorrow.
It is the object of the society to be helpful and to help develop true home missionaries.
We umst learn to aid in the little daily tasks and duties here in school or we will never be able
to be successful missionaries in a larger field.
After many helpful programs on the characteristics of a true lady, we found that "she should
be a gentlewoman who shows by every word and action a sweet and gentle dignity with a gracious
manner; a woman whose heart is pure and true; who is tender toward all suffering; who .sympa-
thizes with those in trouble and is ever ready to give that which costs her some effort and self-
denial. A lady thinks no work derogatory, and no one is deemed too low to receive a courtesy and
kindness. She is a true friend and a ministering angel in sorrow or sickness. As the sword
of the most tempered steel is flexible, so the (ruly generous are niost pliant and courteous in
their behavior to their inferiors. '
As we go to our homes and fields of labor we will cavry with us many pleasant memories of
the enjoyable evenings and the helpful lessons learned in the .loshi Jotatsu Kai of Southern
Junior College. Mary Gathn.
CQ
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THE BETTER MENS SOCIETY
Atiiong the many busy activities in wliiuh wo find ourselves, perhaps there is none that we
young men enjoy more than that whieh the Better Men's Society affords, providing, as it does a
very profit;il)le change from our regular school work.
It might he well to mention briefly why this society was organized and some of the fimda-
mental principles by which it is g(jvcrned. The fact that a young man's character is greatly affect-
ed by the environment with which he is surrounded during the last few years of his school life
is sufficient evidence that high standards of morality, Combined with the essence of refinement,
should not only l>e constantly taught, but // i (/ Ijefore him. To set this influence before the stu-
dent body has been the true purpose of this society, as its name alone denotes.
At the l)eginning of this year, one of the first efforts made was to have a better home, cleaner
rooms, with carefulness, tiiiietness, and respect for the rights of others. Indeed, it was a pleasure
to assemble each Thursday evening and take part in the program in our remodeled parlor that
was completed and so beautifully arranged by the members of last year's society. A Question Box
and Current Events feature is of special interest to all. Often questions pertairiing to the home
are asked. This gives ever\' member an opportimity to express himself and teaches us to be agree-
able, as belter men should, \ever a meeting pa.sses without some good instruction being given,
perhaps by one of the faculty or by a visitor of high repute, whom we at all times welcome lo our
midst. The.se talks usually are relative to those things that mean so much in the life of a young
man—honesty, respect, regard for our fathers and mothers and for one another, kindness
courte.=y, and the love of things that are pure and clean. Health topics are frequently given.
Good music is occasionally furnished by the Young Ladies' Organization.
Thus the Better Men's Society places before young men ideals and principles that in years
to come will prove to be one of the most desirable of tiainings found in school life.
Charles Boykin.
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Y. P. M V . SOCIETY
C()IIeij;cil;ilo claim'-- a good, live Missionary \'oluntcor SiK-iety. Truly, itsnim is, "Tln^ Aflvnit
Mes.sat^c to all Ihe world in this goiieration," while its inotto is "The love of Christ coii.straineth
us." The society is well organized, being divided into several bands, some one of which every
.student in the sehool is a member. This plan gives each one an opportnni'y to have an active
part in the work of giving programs as well as in other lines of missionary endeavor. This has
proved a good training, especially for those who are preparing for public .speaking
Every Sabbath afternoon, the Missionary \'oluntcers meet and enjoy an original program
given by one of the Iwnds. I':ach band in turn takes charge of the service, choosing any subject
they desire and making their program as interesting and helpful as possible.
Besides these bands there is an active corresi)ondence band which meets tvery week to send
literature and write letters to interested ones. (!ood response has lieen received from a number
for whom the band has labored. No doubt many souls have received rich bles.=ings through this
excellent work.
The society purchased Reading Course books this year andjjlaced them in both the young
ladies' and the young men's parlors. Several have completed the course and are entitled to cer-
tificates. To all of us the Reading Course means not only certificates, but the benefit from read-
ing well chosen, well written and very educational books. A very many also receive Standard
of Attainment certificates.
The Missionary Volunteers at Southern .Junior College are always enthusiastic in the Harvest
Ingathering campaign and in any other line of gospel work
It is hoped that better worker.s may be trained through the Collegedale Y. P. M. V. Society,
and sent into the harvest fields and that many .sheaves may be garnered for the Master whom
we serve.
Virginia Leach.
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SABBATH SCHOOL
Knowing that "tho Sulibath Schoul, if rightly conduoted. is one of (lud's great instnuni-ntal-
ities to bring souls to a knowledge of Christ," the officers and teachers of the Collegedale Sabbath
School have earnestly endeavored to so plan that every member might lie thrown into closer
contact with the Saviour in the Sabbath .School. \o doubt, when the young people who have made
up this "membership during 1926-27 are scattered abroad over the earth, perhaps far into the inter-
ior of the Dark Continent, or in the heart of South America, or perhaps on the borders of Tibet
they shall remember n-ith jjleasure the precious hours of the Sabbath spent in the Sabbath School
which is so conducted that this memory may cheer them on and be a strength to them.
The officers feel greatly encouraged over the results of the year's work, for the records show
that progress has indeed been made. Various goals and devices have been used to encourage at-
tendance, and offerings and the daily study of the lesson, and Collegedale young people arealways
ready to rally to any feasible plan. The programs are never monotonous or uninteresting because,
when asked to take some part, the memliers always show themselves willing and glad to co-
operate imd to do it well.
The school as a whole is made up y,l five departments, the Senior, .Junior, Primary, Spanish
and Home departments. The .S]}anish department is especially interesting t.'ccau.se of the fact that
most of the members are definitely planning to take up work in some .Spani-sh-speaking field.
If one were to visit this department even though he might iiot uudt-rstand all that would be said
he could not mistake the earnestness and enthusiasm with which the class is conducted
The Home department consists of a little group of behevers who live about five miles from
the school and who cannot attend here, so every Sabbath a number of young people go to one
of these homes and hold the Sabljath .School with them and the Lord has greatly blessed their
efforts.
Virginia Franklin.
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BIBLE WORKERS BAND
Tho liijrlu'st of all soiennes is the Sficiirc o! .soul-savlng. li is tho greafesl work to which
hutiian beings c;in aspire. Recoffiiiziiig the value of an cfTieient Bible Worker in helping to
give the soul-saving message to a (lying world, a number of eonseeratcr! gii-ls meet after the vesjjer
service, on I'riday evening, for the ])iu-poso of stu(l.\'ing how to become ideal Bible Workers.
From the instructioji given, they learn that it is necessary lirst of all to be conseci-aled and
spiritual, and to know .le.sus Christ and the power of His resurrection in their own experiences.
Only through a living faith in Clu-ist as a personal Saviour, is it possible for them to make their
inHucnoe felt in a skeptical world. They must have a pas.^ion for souls, kn(jw how to pray, to bo
neat in ajjpearance, winsome a;id tactful in manner of approach, and in prosecution of the work,
know how to turn conversation into right channels, to interest others in the study of the Bible,
and have the ability to bring souls to a decision. Each one is gi\en opportunity to plan and present
studies before the members of the band just as .she would in the homes of the people
.Another jirominent activity of the baud is personal work. Every 8a!)bath afternoon, two
groups carry truth-tilled literature to the home.-i of the people in Ooltewah and .\pison. Among
those vi-sited by other groups are poor families, old folk and the sick. These appreciate the good
old gospel hymns, the words of cheer, and the fruit, flowers and literature brought to them by
the '-(il>le Workers' Sunshine Band. The work brings a blessing to the giver, as well as to the
receiver.
The young people of the Southland, who are interested in this line of work should come to
C(iMcgedale. Tfie training will give a most de.siiable e.xperience, as by this means there is afforded
a thorough understanding and grounding in the truth, a foundation u-hich is imperative, if one
would impress the .Vdvent m-es.sage on the miiuls of others. Erma Williiim..son
MINISTERIAL BAND
The saying, "The Son of Man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister," is the
essence of the incentive that makes the Ministerial Band such a worthwhile organization. No
society, and certainly no individual, can ever fail of rounding out a successful career while so
noble a motive actuates every intent and at the same time neutralizes that nature which is selfish
and degrading, our heritage from Eden. Thus it is that this band of young men have progressed
in the Christian w-ay as a result of joining hands and hearts in a common cause to the advance-
ment of a universalh' needed message.
The ability to speak clearly and connectedly on subjects that have to do with the gospel is
promoted by the opportunities given the members of the band. Helpful counsel is occasion-
ally offered in order that the speaker may be guided along right lines and enabled to do his part
more acceptably with each successive attempt. In this way effective sermons are encouraged
and marked improvement is accomplished in the weekly meetings of the seminar.
It is clearly evident to these earnest young men that sermonizing alone will not suthce in
either their training or future life-work. There is also a more personal touch or appeal which is
advocated as necessary to every minister of the Word. Not only is this other phase of service
stressed in the regular way, but field work is provided to make jjossiblo this close contact with
the individuals who are to receive .spiritual help. House-to-house work, usually in conjunction
with the distribution of literature, opens an avenue of personal ministry that permits the worker
to break the Bread of Life to hungry souls, thereby broadening his scope of usefulness, instead
of confining him to pulpit tactics alone. Evangelistic efforts are being held in neighboring com-
munities. Cleveland, Cohutta, and Missionary Ridge are practical training centers in this year's
program. Much good has been done in these places and the prospects are decidedly promising.
^c 3<3>14TMiAnI7
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Coriespondence Band
Fire Department
i?ook VIII
Business Friends
^^Foremos
^e^nnual
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OUR
SUPREMACY
IN THE SOUTHERN
YEAR-BOOK FIELD
IS THE RESULT OF
PERSONAL SERVICE
THE CAPITOL
ENQRAVINQ
COMPANY
Ha* KaJ more tKan twenty y«ar* of
luccettful experionce in Vrsf-Boott
Designing on J Engraving. TKe^
^re recognized at t\\e l«aiJers in the
creation an J production of the better
cliiii of annuali. Their experience,
equipment, corpi of artiiti, aesigneri
•and engravers are mtirely %t
your disposal
Capitol Enqravinq Co.
1WI».|11-IM FOURTH AVENUE. NORTH
NASHVILLE
,v TENN,
^(^
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THECOLLEGE PRESS I yp
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CATALOG AND JOB WORK "^
nONOTVPf. COMPOSITION
=a
ii:
MAKE YOUR DOLLARS DO
DOUBLE DUTY
BY
Sending your printing where it will help worthy
boys and girls to meet their expenses
while in College.
Over $3,000.00 paid out every year for
Student Labor
Remember We Have
FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
Worth of equipment and stock at your disposal.
No job loo big and none too small for Us.
W. C. StaRKEY, Manager
Samples unJ eilimates furnislicJ on request
I
Compliments
of
E. 1. OTilliamg
Jeweler
Watch Repairing Radios and Accessories
Rossvillc Georgia
;
! RADIO
!
Help those who. entertain you
by using their products.
Chattanooga Radio Co., Inc.
615-Market St.
Home of WDOD
M. 357
10 Months to Pay
ClheTlew '
Harley-Davidson
Come in and See iif
HO MILIiS I'EIi GALLON (JAS
S0(1 MILKS I'Elt <;ALL0N OIL
15000 MILES ON PAIli OF TIKKS
SAM BRIGHT
.102 E. Main St.
CHATTANOOGA. TENN.
I
I
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EARN YOUR SCHOLARSHIP
selling the
WATCHMAN MAGAZINE
Many students find they can earn their full
school-year expenses in a short time during vaca-
tion, selling this excellent full-message Journal.
THE WATCHMAN is a high class magazine and
commands the respect of the reading public. Its
student scholarship workers receive a ready re-
sponse and through its pages the message for to-
day is given to many thousands of people by the
students of our schools.
Ask for a Watchman Scholarship Circular.
I
I
I
\ Nashville, Tennessee
The Watchman Magazine
Palbtoin pianos;
Wiic ct-oitc of tf)c SJrtigtg
anti tljc rabio Inorlb.
LANSFORD PIANO COMPANY
, 17 East 7th Street
)
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
THREE YEARS INSTEAD OF FOUR
By regular summer study, careful planning, and w ise use of the spare minutes, any
industrious student can complete the academic or college course in three years instead
of four, and thereby save time as well as money.
The Fireside Correspondence School carries a la'ge variety of courses, college as
well as academic. ITS WORK IS FULLY .\('CREDITt:D. You can earn from six to
twelve hours college credit this summer if you set about it in earnest. Academic stu-
dents have earned as many as two units in a single vacation.
Write for catalogue at once. Learn to use yo ur spare minutes and lay the founda-
tion for success in life. You can do it if you will.
FIRESIUr, CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL, Dept. A,
Takoma Park, Washington, D. C.
Iten Biscuit Co.
Snow White Bakery
Manufacturers of High Grade Cakes and Crackers
Making business friends is simply a matter of being on the
level with yourself and with others
That's Our System
We Sell Q UALIT Y That Gives SERVICE
Belting, Hose, Packing and Textile Supplies
Chattanooga Belting Supply
1221-23-25-27 Market
Chattanooga, Tennessee
+
"MAXIMUM SERVICE, MINIMUM (GST"
)
ROSS OPERATING CO.. LESSEE RATES SI .00 AND Si .50—NO UPS i
A. W. LESSLY, PRESIDENT j
HOTEL LOOKOUT
|
POST OFFFICE IN BUILDING EVERY BATH EQU I PPED WITH SHOWER 3
GARAGE ON PREMISES CAFE AND Dl Ml NG ROOM IN
jNEWLY FURNISHED CONNECTION {
Chattanooga - - - Tennessee
}
Austin- Button Co.
Happy Feeds-Happy Folks!
Chattanooga - - - Tennessee
THE CREAM OF THE TOWN
ICE CREAM
1
Compliments of
|
Bond Sanders Paper Co. I
Dependable Mill Brand Printing Papers" }
I
Nashville - - - Tennessee.
J
I
it
I
}I
I
Wholesale Grocers )
Compliments of
Trigg, Dobbs & Company
"Next Door Neighbors to Our Customers'
Chattanooga, Harriman, and South Pittsburg, Tennessee;
Huntsville, Alabama; and Dalton, Georgia.
I
I
I
THE SHERWIN WILLIAMS CO. I
PAINTS VARNISHES WALL PAPER
DISTRIBUTOR OF ROGERS BRUSHING LACQUER
924 MARKET STREET
CHATTANOOGA - - TENNESSEE
/
Chattanooga Sash & Millwork Co.
Incorporated
j
Manufacturers and Jobbers
|
Sashes, Doors, and Millwork. \
Frames, Mantels, Moulding, \
Turning and Scrollwork, Laths, Shingles, \
Sheetrock Wallboard, Hardwood Flooring |
and Asphalt Roofing
|
Ponder these
^JJEETROCK tailboard advantages |
Won't warp, Won't burn—Sheets fit closely and evenly
More heat and cold-proof—Needs no intermediate bracing
Thicker and stronger —More soundproof
NATURE'S QJTTF'F'TRnr'K' buildingPERMANENT CJllL/l^ 1 IVV^V^IV MATERIAL
625 E. Main
Chattanooga — Tennessee
+—
+
Compliments of
Handley-Meek
Chattanooga - - - Tennessee
POST CARD PICTURES STAMP PICTURES
IN 40 MINUTES WHILE YOU WAIT
PEOPLES PHOTO STUDIO
Films Developed Free
We Sell Picture Albums & Eastman Films.
OUR WORK GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
WE WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
10 E. 9th St. Chattanooga,Tenn.
XcBron lEnQraviuQ Co.
Incorporated
May we take this opportunity to express our thanks to all of the Seniors for
their orders for Commencement Invitations and Calling Cards.
Special attention given to orders for Wedding Invitations,
Announcements, Social and Fraternity Stationary.
802 Broad Street
A. L. Tallant
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Dr W.S. Barefield
—
f
General Merchandise, Drugs, etc.
Peters Diamond Brand Shoes
Ooltewah - Tenn.
DENTIST
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO PYORRHEA
1215 JAMES BUILDING
PHONE MAIN 31 la
CHATTANOOGA. TENN.
I
I
*
BLOCK SEED COMPANY
GARDEN SEEDS, FLOWER SEEDS,
BULBS AND PLANTS
PHONE MAIN 263
CHATTANOOGA
510 MARKET STREET
TENNESSEE
What a wonderful nickel's worth it is!
,
.
5c Worth of Electricity
|
\
I
5c worth of Electricity will }
-Run a washing machine for two hours,
|
-Make a hot kitchen comfortable with
J
an electric fan for ten hours, |
-Run a sewing machine for seven hours, I
-Run a vacuum cleaner for three hours,
|
-Light your favorite reading lamp for two evenings. (
No American housewife should waste time and energy in doing |
a single home task that Electricity can do for a few CENTS }
an hour. i
The Tennessee Electric Power Co.
Cleveland Tennessee j
I
Burkart Schier
Chemical Co.
Chattanooga, Tennessee
HARTMAN KNIFE & TOOL GRINDING CO.
WE SPECIALIZE IN GRINDING
PAPER KNIVES, PLANER KNIVES AND SHEAR BLADES
WE BRAZE AND SHARPEN NARROW BAND SAWS
LAWN MOWERS REPAIRED AND SHARPENED
24 WEST 13th STREET - PHONE MAIN 3405
'1
WASHINGTON MISSIONARY COLLEGE
|
I
"The Gateway to Service"
A College giving regular courses leading to the Bachelor Degrees, where
the Bible is taught just as it reads. Within a few miles of the Nation's Capital.
THE COLLEGE THAT TRAINS FOR THE
BUSINESS OF LIVING
H. H. Hamilton, President Takoma Park, Washington, D. C.
^ ~
^
Photographs in this annual made by the
OTattsi ^tubio
711 1-2 Market Street
Chattanooga Tennessee
"We solicit your patronage'
"Come over and help us"
THE
SOUTHERN UNION CONFERENCE
Comprising the States of
Kentucky
Western Tennessee
Alabama
Louisiana
Mississippi
Nine Florida Counties
200l-24th Ave. N., Nashville. Tenn.I
I
I
I
"Shall not the number of missionaries to the South be multiplied? Shall
1 we not hear of many volunteers who are ready to enter this field. ..."
5 "God will pour out His Spirit upon those who respond to His call. In
: the strength of Christ they may do a work that will fill heaven with rejoicing
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When in Ooltewah drop in \
and ma\e yourself at home [
at the bank. \
\
I
I
I
Ifyou need han\ing service, we
will he glad to have your de-
posits, transfer your funds,
mal^e collections or give you
any other usual hanging ac-
commodation,
I
I
I
I
I
}
I
Ooltewah, Tennessee i
I
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Bank of Ooltewah,
+.
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I
Openings Provided Every Year For Our
I
I
I Young People To Serve As
\
Tent Masters
I
Singing Evangelists
Church School Teachers
Colporteurs
Bible Workers
By the
Tennessee River Conference
Compliments of
Lookout Planing Mills
Every Variety of Lumber and Mill Work
Main 94
Chattanooga - - - Tennessee
Compliments of
Crisman Hardware Co.
511 Market St. "Look for the Big Knife"
,
J
There is MORE POWER in
THAT GOOD
GULF
GASOLINE
SUPREME ^' """
MOTOR OIL ^'^" '^
-leaves less carbon ^^e Orange
Disc
GULF REFINING COMPANY .
i
+•
}
Duff Drug C 0.
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Sundries Chemical Druggists Patent Medicines
1132-1134 Market St. Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Il
t
Compliments of
Dr. R. A. Smith
Dentist
Complimcnls of
Rog^ers-Bailey
Hardware Co.
Chattanooga - - Tennessee
-+
T. T. Wilson Company
John G. Pope, President
j Building Materials
I
i
I
"Over Forty Years Successful Business'
I
Telephone Main 177 and 182
f
!
!
Chattanooga - Tennessee
F.G. Ashbaugh, President E. W. Everest, Sec'} Trcas. M. K. Garrett, Field Sec'y \
I
KENTUCKY
|
Gateway to the South World Famous Blue-grass State !
Invites You j
I
To its Open Door of Opportunity. Others have made Scholarships here for |
Southern Junior College
The School that Serves our Southland
j
Why Not You ?
I KENTUCKY BOOK & BIBLE HOUSE |
j 3434 Taylor Blvd.
I
Louisville, Kentucky. !
I
The Christians' Guide
-OPPORTUNITY-
in the
SOUTHEASTERN UNION CONFERENCE
Educational and Industrial Training
Southern Junior College
Forrest Lake Academy
Graysville Academy
Medical Training
Florida Sanitarium
Ripe and Fertile Field for
Hundreds of Evangelistic Colporteurs.
TERRITORY
North Carolina South Carolina
Florida Georgia
Eastern Tennessee
CONTAINS
431 counties covering an area of over 200,000 sq. miles
9G counties have churches or companies
73 counties have isolated believers |
262 counties have no Seventh -day Adventist representatives at all. |
"The harvest truly is plenteous, but the laborers are few'
God give us men. The time demands
Strong minds, great hearts, true faith and willing hands.
Men whom the lust of office does not kill.
Men whom the spoils of office can not buy;
Men who possess opinions and a will;
Men who have honor; men who will not lie;
Men who can stand before a demagogue.
And damn his treacherous flatteries without winking;
Tall men, sun-crowned, who live above the fog
In public duty and in private thinking!
-J. G. Holland.
j
W. H. Heckman. President.
I
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j HIBBLER-BARNES CO.
I
Coal & Coke
I
I \
I
DTTTT riTXTr^ H/r ATt^OT AT fBUILDING MATERIAL
Main Office 710-720 East Tenth Street
Private Branch Exchange
Telephones Main 163-164-165-168-134-200
Branch Yards
Ridgedale St. Elmo
Hemlock 133 Franklin 385
East ChatJanoo^a
|
Hemlock 52
j
"Service that Satisfies" \
TAMES CUPPLY rO.
^^ usT RIGHT Service ^^
MILL S
MINING p
PLUMBING P I
RAILROAD L I
I
CONTRACTORS' E
S
Heavy Hardware, Paint and Roofing Machinery, Automobile Accessories I
and Replacement Parts "We give service and sell supplies"
j
j
It's Great To Be In Georgia!
The Empire State of the South
Three Million Souls Need the Inspiration Of Our Message
Unexcelled Opportunities for the Student Colporteur |
Open Doors for Consecrated Workers In Every Line j
j The Place Where S. J. C. Students are Welcome And Make Good j
I I
! I
I
Georgia Book and Bible House
547 Cherokee Ave., S. E., |
Atlanta, Georgia
THRIVIN3 ...--- INDUSTRIES
Louisiana - Mississippi
RICE SUGAR
Conference
COTTON Oil-
Welcomes the Consecrated Young People of
the South to a Needy, Promising Field
MANUFACTURING TRUCK GROWING
Millions are waiting for the Message of the hour in this
real mission land where varied languages are spoken.
CANESYRUP LUMBERING
Answer the call and help to advance the gospel by distribution of literature.
STOCK RAISING FRUITGROWING

II
Compliments of
Chattanooga Lumber
Company.
Alabama Book and Bible House
I
Clanton, Alabama
Over 2, 000, 000
Souls
Seventy-six
Counties
THE CALL
Go ye into the Canvassing Field and
take tlie Message to the "Waiting
ones" in the Alabama Conference
Drawer E j
Southern Auto Supply Co.
Dealers and Distributors for all kinds of Auto Supplies, Tools
and Equipment.
We appreciate your business
613-615 Broad Street
Compliments of
FRIEDMAN'S CLOTHES SHOP
812 Market Street
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
VANDERSTOOP'S
Shoe Repair Shop
Phine Walnu! 111?
122 1-2 Eighth St.
Chattanooga, - - - Tenn.
70 ROOMS, SOLID COMFORT
ROSS HOTEL
SEMI-FIREPROOF 'Si LVER SEAL' ' HOTEL
TWO BLOCKS FROM THE HEART OF TOWN
A. W. LESSLY. President.
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE
Hotel & Restaurant Supplies
<
Mountain City Stove Company
Newby Street : : Chattanooga, Tenn.
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1 The members oJ the Southland Staff and the students of the |
j
Southern Junior College recommend you to the following firms.
|
I
These are all members of the Merchants Association and there- j
j
fore could not advertise, but they showed their interest in The 1
j Southland by making contributions. j
i
I
Edwards and LeBron T. H. Payne & Co. i
I
W. F. Fisher Bros. & Co. Harris & Hogshead I
j
Miller Bros. Hardie and Caudle i
i D. B. Loveman and Co. Jas. M. Shaw 1
!
! Davidson's Clothing Co. I
! !
\__ ^ ___!
ORIENT FLOUR
Mountain City Mill Co.
Chattanooga - - - Tennessee
It has been in the
CAROL INAS
tbat
i^anp ^djolarsijipsi
Ijabc been earneb
We Welcome You
to our territory of great possibilities
correspondence solicited
The Carolina Book and Bible House
215 N. McDowell St.
Charlotte, N. C.
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Its Whiteness Denotes Its Purity
!
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SOUTHERN JUNIOR COLLEGE
"O^"'^^'
An Ideal Rural Location
Super Moral Advantages
Strong United Faculty
Industrial Education Emphasized
Academic And Collegiate Courses
Fourteen Grades Standard School Work
Opportunity For Student Self-support
Moderate Charges
For calendar and other information address
President H. J. Klooster
Ooltewah - Tennessee




